The role of so-called reactive elements in providing enhanced oxidation resistance for high temperature structural alloys has been studied extensively [1] . It is generally believed that reactive element dopants such as Y , Zr, La, and Hf can segregate to the grain boundaries of the alumina scales [2, 3] , however their distribution and effect on oxygen and aluminum transport at the atomic level are less well understood. Hf has been reported to be beneficial in terms of oxidation resistance [4, 5] , however there have been relatively few studies of its segregation behavior. In the present work Cs-corrected HAADF-STEM was used to conduct a detailed analysis of the distribution of Hf within general (high-energy and low-symmetry) grain boundaries in polycrystalline alumina.
Dense, high purity polycrystalline alumina doped with 500ppm Hf and containing 0.5 vol% Ni was processed using SPS (spark plasma sintering). The samples were then annealed for 5h at 1400 0 C in an oxygen atmosphere. At the surface of the sample, the Ni second phase particles are oxidized to form nickel aluminate spinel, hence the depth of oxygen penetration is clearly delineated [6] . TEM thin foil samples were then extracted from the oxidized region using focused ion beam milling. Cscorrected High resolution HAADF imaging focal series analysis combined with STEM image simulation were utilized to gain deeper insight into the Hf distribution at the Al 2 O 3 boundaries. Figure 1 shows a through focus series of images of a general grain boundary, which has been manually aligned to eliminate the effect of sample drift. Note that only the grain on the left has been orientated in the [0001] direction, while the right hand grain is off zone axis. The atoms showing the brightest contrast correspond to Hf, whereas the lower contrast atoms correspond to Al. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 1(a) that there is a) periodic faceting at the atomic scale, with facets parallel to the (101 _ 0) plane, (see blue dotted lines) and b) ordering of Hf atoms along the facets. At first sight, it appears that there are multiple layers of Hf atoms at the boundary of the grain. However, careful examination of through focus series of images revealed that each atomic layer corresponds to a different depth in the [0001] beam direction. Thus with incremental changes in focus, successive Hf layers come into focus (see Fig. 1 ). It is suggested therefore, that with increasing depth, there are a series of atomic layer terraces populated by Hf atoms, and that the sides of these terraces are also facetted at the atomic scale. This is depicted in the atomic scale models in Figure 2 . The implications of this complex boundary structure on oxygen transport mechanisms in Al 2 O 3 are the subject of ongoing work. 
